
"Space is not an overdetermining factor, 

but it is influential in ways that

 often remained unexplained."

Murray Forman.
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 “Space Matters: Hip Hop and the Spatial

Perspective”



"Directions of manhood,

 womanhood, and the 

proper way to be a man 

or a woman are contested, 

challenged, and changed 

over time 

and across cultures 

and geographies"
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The Chican@ Hip Hop Nation: Politics of a New 

Millennial Mestizaje

Louis McFarland



"In the case of Brazil, the anxiety around gender 

does not make hip hoppers timid but rather 

drives them to perform masculinities 

and traffic ideologies of power and

 presumably social change"
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Derek Pardue

Brazilian Hip Hoppers Speak

From the Margins



"Hip-hop feminist pedagogy is an 

every-woman and all-girl show so that

there are as many narratives of what is 

created and produced as there are

participants in the process to retell the

story"
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Black Girlhood Celebration: Toward a Hip-hop

Feminist Pedagogy

Brown



"We know how language 
impacts our lives... What 
about the words echoed 

by the Black (male) speaker 
and transmitted by 

state-regulated 
media to dehumanize Black 

women and girls?"
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The Crunk Feminist
Perspective



"Women are valuable 

only because 

they are sexually 

desirable

and willing"
Tricia Rose

Hip Hop is Not 

Responsible for Sexism Page 150



-Brittney cooper, Susana Morris,
& Robin Boylorn

The Crunk
Feminist

Perspective

Page 169 



"This is the feminism

these graffiteras

reject, a feminism with

boarders"
Jessica Pabón 

Graffiti Grrlz

Performing Feminism in the Hip Hop

Diaspora
Page 118



"we must understand how rumor
and gossip articulate with

modes of popular panopticism
that regulate queer and black

bodies through seemingly
innocuous acts of consumption"
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"racialized bodies in
representation are more

frequently than not
depicted as non-

normative"
Page 145

Rumor Has It

Riley Snorton



"Now love me back

Have my back

Support me black"


